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Remax Smart mini detector
With the Remax mini detector you can enjoy freedom and peace of mind during your daily activities. You no longer have to worry about
where you left your belongings - the device will locate them for you. The product is very practical and is not a burden on your wallet or
keys. It will even help you track your lost phone! It supports Bluetooth 5.2 and will also serve you as a voice recorder. It is compatible
with Android and Apple systems.
 
Real-time tracking
The Remax detector will make sure you never worry about losing important items again. The device offers real-time tracking - so you can
check where your keys, wallet, or purse are at any time. Just clip the product to the item of your choice! You can also attach it to your
child's backpack or your pet's collar and always be able to check their location in an app that records history. Connect the locator to your
smartphone and enjoy a sense of security!
 
Practical solutions
What if you lost your phone? Remax has a solution for you. Pressing the button on the locator twice will trigger an alarm on your phone.
This is especially useful if you lose your devices in a busy place, such as an airport or shopping mall. Connect your smartphone to the
detector via a stable Bluetooth 5.2 connection and stay calm in situations that usually cause stress.
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One gadget - many functions
With the Remax detector you will not only locate your items, but also record sounds. This is a great option for people who often attend
business meetings or conferences and want to record important conversations. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	RT-D01
	Bluetooth version
	5.2
	Transmission range
	 ≥10m
	Operating voltage
	3.3V
	Battery capacity
	90 mAh
	Material
	TPU

Preço:

€ 6.49

Casa inteligente, Others
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